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INVARIANT SUBSPACES FOR NON-NORMABLE FRÉCHET
SPACES
QUENTIN MENET
Abstract. A Fréchet space X satisfies the Hereditary Invariant Subspace
(resp. Subset) Property if for every closed infinite-dimensional subspace M in
X, each continuous operator on M possesses a non-trivial invariant subspace
(resp. subset). In this paper, we exhibit a family of non-normable separable
infinite-dimensional Fréchet spaces satisfying the Hereditary Invariant Sub-
space Property and we show that many non-normable Fréchet spaces do not
satisfy this property. We also state sufficient conditions for the existence of
a continuous operator without non-trivial invariant subset and deduce among
other examples that there exists a continuous operator without non-trivial
invariant subset on the space of entire functions HpCq.
1. Introduction
A topological vector spaceX is a Fréchet space if the topology of X is induced by
a non-decreasing and separating sequence of seminorms ppjqjě1 and if the metric
given by dpx, yq “
ř
jě1 2
´j mint1, pjpx ´ yqu is complete. We will then write
pX, ppjqjq in order to refer to the Fréchet space X endowed with the topology
induced by the seminorms ppjq and we will always assume that the sequence ppjq
is chosen non-decreasing and separating. We remark that if pλnqně1 is a non-
decreasing sequence of positive numbers and pjnqně1 is an increasing sequence then
the sequence of seminorms ppjqj induces the same topology than the sequence of
seminorms pλnpjnqn. In particular, we can choose to work with a subsequence of
the sequence ppjqj when it is necessary.
We denote by LpXq the set of continuous operators on X . We recall that if
pX, ppjqjq is a Fréchet space then a linear map T on X is continuous if and only
if for every j ě 1, there exists C ą 0 and J ě 1 such that for every x P X ,
pjpTxq ď CpJ pxq. In particular, the seminorms pj and pJ in these inequalities can
be nonequivalent. This fact will play a key role in our constructions of continuous
operators satisfying desired properties.
The goal of this paper consists in trying to better understand the Invariant
Subset Property and the Invariant Subspace Property for non-normable Fréchet
spaces, i.e. Fréchet spaces which are not Banach spaces.
Definition 1.1. Let pX, ppjqjq be a Fréchet space and T P LpXq.
‚ We say that T possesses a non-trivial invariant subspace (resp. subset) if
there exists a closed subspace (resp. subset) M different from t0u and X
such that TM ĂM .
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‚ We say that X satisfies the Invariant Subspace Property (resp. Invariant
Subset Property) if every operator T P LpXq possesses a non-trivial invari-
ant subspace (resp. subset).
‚ We say that X satisfies the Hereditary Invariant Subspace Property (resp.
Hereditary Invariant Subset Property) if every closed infinite-dimensional
subspace of X satisfies the Invariant Subspace Property (resp. Invariant
Subset Property).
If X is a complex finite-dimensional Fréchet space with dimX ě 2 then X
satisfies the Invariant Subspace Property since every continuous operator on X
possesses an eigenvector. On the other hand, if X is a non-separable Fréchet space
then X also satisfies the Invariant Subspace Property since for every continuous
operator T on X , it suffices to consider the invariant subspace spantT nx : n ě 0u
where x is some non-zero vector. We thus restrict our study to separable infinite-
dimensional Fréchet spaces.
In the case of Banach spaces, we know thanks to Enflo and Read that there exist
separable infinite-dimensional Banach spaces which do not satisfy the Invariant
Subspace Property [8, 9, 21] and even separable infinite-dimensional Banach spaces
which do not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property [23]. A classical example is given
by the Banach space ℓ1 [22, 23]. This means that there exists a continuous operator
T on ℓ1 such that for each non-zero vector x P ℓ1, the orbit Orbpx, T q :“ tT nx : n ě
0u is dense in ℓ1. In 2011, Argyros and Haydon [1] gave an example of separable
infinite-dimensional Banach space satisfying the Invariant Subspace Property. The
existence of non-trivial invariant subspaces for any continuous operator on this
Banach space comes from the fact that every continuous operator on this spaces has
the form I`λK whereK is a compact operator [5, 14, 18]. Finally, in 2014, Argyros
and Motakis [2] modified the space constructed by Argyros and Haydon in order
to get the first example of separable infinite-dimensional Banach space satisfying
the Hereditary Invariant Subspace Property. This space is also the first example
of reflexive Banach spaces satisfying the Invariant Subspace Property and it is an
important open question to know if every reflexive separable infinite-dimensional
Banach space satisfies the Invariant Subspace Property.
In the case of non-normable Fréchet spaces, an example of separable infinite-
dimensional non-normable Fréchet space satisfying the Invariant Subspace Property
is known for a long time. Indeed, It has been shown in 1969 by Körber [17] and later
by Shields [24] that the space ω satisfies this property, where ω is the space of all
complex sequences endowed with the seminorms pjpxq “ maxnďj |xn|. It was even
shown by Johnson and Shields [16] that every operator on ω (that is not a scalar
mulitple of the identity) possesses a non-trivial hyperinvariant subspace. Since
every closed infinite-dimensional subspace is isomorphic to ω (see Theorem 2.6.4
and Corollary 2.6.5 in [6]), we deduce in particular that ω satisfies the Hereditary
Invariant Subspace Property. The first examples of separable infinite-dimensional
non-normable Fréchet space which do not satisfy the Invariant Subspace Property
were given by Atzmon [3, 4]. In 2012, Goliński [10] exhibited classical examples
by showing that the space of entire functions HpCq and the Schwartz space of
rapidly decreasing functions s do not satisfy the Invariant Subspace Property. He
even showed that the space s does not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property [11].
However, it is not known if the space HpCq does not satisfy the Invariant Subset
Property. Since HpCq and s are reflexive spaces, we remark that the reflexivity does
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not imply the Invariant Subspace Property in the case of non-normable Fréchet
spaces.
We try in this paper to better understand which non-normable Fréchet spaces
satisfy the (Hereditary) Invariant Subspaces/Subsets Properties. To this end, we
first generalize the results obtained by Körber [17] and Shields [24] by showing that
if Y is a Fréchet space with a continuous norm then ω ‘ Y satisfies the Invari-
ant Subspace Property. We then look at the approach of Goliński concerning the
existence of operators without non-trivial invariant subspaces. In his paper [10],
Goliński states sufficient conditions for the construction of a Read-type operator
without non-trivial invariant subspaces and he shows in [11] that it is also possible
to construct a Read-type operator without non-trivial invariant subset on s. In
this paper, we state sufficient conditions for the construction of a Read-type oper-
ator without non-trivial invariant subset. While the conditions stated by Goliński
concerned only Köthe sequence spaces of type ℓ1, our results can be applied to
any Fréchet space with a Schauder basis and thus in particular to any Köthe se-
quence space. These conditions will allow us among other results to show that the
space HpCq does not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property and that a large fam-
ily of non-normable Fréchet spaces do not satisfy the Hereditary Invariant Subset
Property.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show that if the kernels of
seminorms pj satisfy some conditions then pX, ppjqjq satisfies the Invariant Sub-
space Property. In Section 3, we start by stating some facts concerning Schauder
basis in Fréchet spaces (Subsection 3.1). We then state our sufficient conditions
for the construction of a Read-type operator without non-trivial invariant subset
and investigate the consequences of this result for the Invariant Subset Property
(Subsection 3.2) and for the Hereditary Invariant Subset Property (Subsection 3.3).
The technical proof of the above-mentioned sufficient conditions will be given in
Section 4.
2. Fréchet spaces satisfying the (Hereditary) Invariant Subspace
Property
As mentioned in the Introduction, we know that there exist Banach spaces sat-
isfying the Invariant Subspace Property [1] and even the Hereditary Invariant Sub-
space Property [2]. In the context of non-normable Fréchet spaces, it is easier to
exhibit spaces with the Invariant Subspace Property by using the non-triviality of
kernels of seminorms inducing the topology of the space.
Theorem 2.1. Let pX, ppjqjq be a Fréchet space without continuous norm. If there
exists j0 such that for every j ě j0, ker pj`1 is a subspace of finite codimension in
ker pj then X satisfies the Invariant Subspace Property.
Proof. Let T be a continuous operator on X . Since X does not possess a continuous
norm, we can deduce that for every j, ker pj is an infinite-dimensional subspace.
Moreover, without loss of generality, we can assume that ker p2 is at least of codi-
mension 2 in ker p1, that ker pj`1 is at least of codimension 1 in ker pj for every
j ě 1 and that for every j ě 1, there exists a constant Cj ą 0 such that for every
x P X , pjpTxq ď Cjpj`1pxq.
Let Mj be a complemented subspace of ker pj`1 in ker pj . Since Mj is finite-
dimensional, there exists a basis pejnq1ďnďnj of Mj . The family tpe
j
nq1ďnďnjujě1
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forms a Schauder basis of ker p1. Indeed, if we consider x P ker p1, we know that x “řn1
n“1 α
1
ne
1
n`z2 where z2 P ker p2. Moreover, z2 “
řn2
n“1 α
2
ne
2
n`z3 where z3 P kerp3
and so on. We deduce that x “
ř8
j“1
řnj
n“1 α
j
ne
j
n where the convergence is obvious.
Moreover the decomposition is unique because if we have
ř8
j“1
řnj
n“1pα
j
n´β
j
nqe
j
n “ 0
then
p2
´ 8ÿ
j“1
njÿ
n“1
pαjn ´ β
j
nqe
j
n
¯
“ p2
´ n1ÿ
n“1
pα1n ´ β
1
nqe
1
n
¯
“ 0
and thus
řn1
n“1pα
1
n ´ β
1
nqe
1
n P ker p2 X M1 “ t0u. Hence, we get α
1
n “ β
1
n for
every 1 ď n ď n1. By repeating this argument, we obtain the uniqueness of the
decomposition. We denote by punqně0 this Schauder basis. In particular, since
ker p2 is at least of codimension 2 in ker p1, we have u0, u1 PM1.
Let PM1 : ker p1 Ñ M1 be the projection of ker p1 along ker p2 onto M1. Since
T pker pj`1q Ă ker pj , we remark that for every x P ker p1, if PM1x “ 0 then x P
ker p2 and thus Tx P ker p1. We can thus let for every l ě 0
Al “ tn P Z` : PM1T
lun ‰ 0 and PM1T
l1un “ 0 for every 0 ď l1 ă lu
In particular, we have A0 “ tn P Z` : un P M1u and each set Al is finite since for
every n P Z`,
p2pT
lunq ď
˜
l`1ź
j“2
Cj
¸
pl`2punq
and tn P Z` : pl`2punq “ 0u is cofinite.
There are therefore two possibilities:
(1) If there exists l0 ě 1 such that Al is empty for every l ě l0, then there
exists a positive integer n R
Ť
lě0Al and by definition of sets Al, we deduce
that PM1T
lun “ 0 for every l ě 0. Therefore, the subspace given by
spanOrbpun, T q is a non-trivial invariant subspace for T since for every
x P Orbpun, T q, PM1x “ 0.
(2) On the other hand, if there exists an increasing sequence plmqmě1 such that
Alm is a non-empty set for every m ě 1, then we can show that there exists
a non-zero continuous and linear map ϕ : X Ñ K such that the closed
subspace M :“ tx P X : ϕpT lxq “ 0 for every l ě 0u is a non-trivial
invariant subspace. This is obvious that M is invariant and that M ‰ X .
It remains to prove that Mzt0u is non-empty for a good choice of ϕ.
We first remark that there exists a sequence pxplqqlě1 Ă ker p1 such that
for every 0 ď l1 ă l, PM1T
l1xplq “ 0 and PM1T
lxplq ‰ 0. Indeed, if l ď lm
and n P Alm , it suffices to consider x
plq “ T lm´lun. In particular, since
PM1x
plq “ 0, we know that xplq0 “ x
plq
1 “ 0 where x
plq “
ř8
j“0 x
plq
j uj . More-
over, we can assume that for every j ě 2, pxplqj ql is ultimately equal to 0.
Indeed, if pxplq2 ql is not ultimately equal to 0, there exists an increasing se-
quence pmkq such that x
pmkq
2 ‰ 0 and therefore for every l ě 1, if l ă mk,
it suffices to replace xplq by xplq ´ x
plq
2
x
pmkq
2
xpmkq. By repeating this argu-
ment, we can finally obtain a sequence pxplqq such that pxplqj ql is ultimately
equal to 0 for every j ě 2 and such that for every l1 ă l, PM1T
l1xplq “ 0
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and PM1T
lxplq ‰ 0. In particular, for every sequence pβlqlě1, the seriesř
lě1 βlx
plq belongs to X .
We now consider a map ϕ : ker p1 Ñ K defined by
ϕ
´ ÿ
ně0
xnun
¯
“
ÿ
nPM1
αnxn
where α0 is a non-zero scalar and pαnqnPM1 are chosen such that ϕpT
lxplqq ‰
0 for every l ě 1. Such a map exists since for every l ě 1, we have
PM1T
lxplq ‰ 0. By the Hahn-Banach theorem, the linear map ϕ can then
be continuously extended to X and we can construct by induction on l a
sequence pβlqlě1 so that for every l ě 1
ϕ
`α1
α0
T lu0 ´ T
lu1 `
lÿ
j“1
βjT
lxpjq
˘
“ 0.
Therefore, the vector x “ α1
α0
u0´u1`
ř8
j“1 βjx
pjq (which is convergent)
belongs to Mzt0u since for every l ě 0, ϕpT lxpjqq “ 0 for every j ą l and
thus
ϕpT lxq “ ϕpT lu0 ´
α0
α1
T lu1 `
lÿ
j“1
βjT
lxpjqq “ 0.

The result of Körber [17] and Shields [24] concerning the space ω directly follows
from Theorem 2.1. We can in fact remark that a Fréchet space without contin-
uous norm pX, ppjqq satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 if and only if X is
isomorphic to ω ‘ Y where Y is a Fréchet space with continuous norm. Indeed, it
is clear that if Y is a Fréchet space with continuous norm then ω ‘ Y satisfies the
assumptions of Theorem 2.1. On the other hand, if X is a Fréchet space without
continuous norm satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.1 then ker pj0 is isomorphic
to ω (see [19, Proposition 26.16]) and thus X is isomorphic to ω ‘ Y where Y is a
Fréchet space with continuous norm.
Corollary 2.2. Let Y be a Fréchet space with a continuous norm. Then ω ‘ Y
satisfies the Invariant Subspace Property.
We can then deduce from Theorem 2.1 that the Invariant Subspace Property is
not equivalent to the Hereditary Invariant Subspace Property and that the Invariant
Subset Property is not equivalent to the Hereditary Invariant Subset Property.
Corollary 2.3. There exist a separable infinite-dimensional Fréchet space satisfying
the Invariant Subspace Property but no satisfying the Hereditary Invariant Subset
Property.
Proof. We deduce from Theorem 2.1 that ω ‘ ℓ1 satisfies the Invariant Subspace
Property but does not satisfy the Hereditary Invariant Subset Property since ℓ1
does not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property [23]. 
Thanks to Atzmon [3, 4] and Goliński [10, 11], we know several examples of
non-normable Fréchet spaces which do not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property
or the Invariant Subspace Property. In the next section, we investigate sufficient
conditions for having no non-trivial invariant subset by trying to take the best
advantage of the non-normability of non-normable Fréchet spaces.
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3. Fréchet spaces not satisfying the (Hereditary) Invariant Subset
Property
In order to prove that a Fréchet space X does not satisfy the Invariant Subset
Property, we have to be able to construct an operator on X for which each non-zero
vector is hypercyclic, i.e. for which each non-zero vector x P X has a dense orbit.
Our construction will be based on the construction done by Read for ℓ1 in [23] and
by Goliński for s in [11]. To this end, the existence of a Schauder basis satisfying
suitable conditions will be necessary. We start by recalling some properties of
Schauder basis in Fréchet spaces.
3.1. Schauder basis in Fréchet spaces. For a Banach space pX, } ¨ }q, it is well-
known (see [7]) that if penqně0 is a Schauder basis then the norm ~ ¨ ~ given by
~x~ “ sup
Ně0
››› Nÿ
n“0
xnen
›››
where x “
ř8
n“0 xnen is equivalent to } ¨ }. In particular, there exists a constant
C ą 0 such that for every M ď N , for every x0, . . . , xN P K,››› Mÿ
n“0
xnen
››› ď C››› Nÿ
n“0
xnen
›››.
Indeed, if we let x “
řN
n“0 xnen, we have››› Mÿ
n“0
xnen
››› ď ~x~ ď C››› Nÿ
n“0
xnen
›››
where the last inequality comes from the equivalence between ~ ¨ ~ and } ¨ }. This
result can be adapted to Schauder basis for Fréchet spaces.
Theorem 3.1 ([15, Theorem 6 (p298)]). Let pX, ppjqjq be a Fréchet space with a
Schauder basis penqně0. Then for every j ě 1, there exist Cj ą 0 and J ě 1 such
that for every M ď N , for every x0, . . . , xN P K,
pj
´ Mÿ
n“0
xnen
¯
ď CjpJ
´ Nÿ
n“0
xnen
¯
.
In particular, if penq is a Schauder basis then the existence of a continuous norm
can be expressed in terms of the basis penq.
Theorem 3.2. Let pX, ppjqjq be a Fréchet space with a Schauder basis penqně0.
Then X possesses a continuous norm if and only if there exists j ě 1 such that for
every n ě 0, pjpenq ą 0,
Proof. If X possesses a continuous norm } ¨ } then there exists j ě 1 and C ą 0
such that for every x P X , }x} ď Cpjpxq. In particular, we get pjpenq ą 0 for every
n ě 0.
We now assume that for every n, pjpenq ą 0 in order to prove the other implication.
By Theorem 3.1, there exist Cj ą 0 and J ě 1 such that for every x “
ř8
n“0 xnen P
X , for every k ě 0,
|xk| “
pjp
řk
n“0 xnen ´
řk´1
n“0 xnenq
pjpekq
ď 2Cj
pJpxq
pjpekq
.
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Since for every x ‰ 0, there exists k such that xk ‰ 0, we deduce that pJpxq ą 0
for every x P Xzt0u. In other words, pJ is a continuous norm. 
3.2. Invariant Subset Property. In Section 2, we have mainly used the non-
triviality of kernels of seminorms in order to deduce the existence of non-trivial in-
variant subspaces. In this section, we will use another particularity of non-normable
Fréchet spaces concerning the continuity of operators. Indeed, if we consider a lin-
ear map T on a Fréchet space pX, ppjqjq, then T is continuous if and only for every
j ě 1, there exists Cj and J ě 1 such that for every x P X ,
pjpTxq ď CjpJpxq.
The main difference with Banach spaces relies on the fact that the above inequalities
can involve two seminorms pj and pJ which are not equivalent. In particular, it is
possible that T is continuous and that for every R ą 0, there exists x such that
pjpTxq ą Rpjpxq.
For instance, if we considerX “ HpCq endowed with the norms pjpfq “ sup|z|ďj |fpzq|
and the derivative operator D, we have pjpDfq ď pj`1pfq for every f P HpCq and
pjpDz
nq “ njn´1 “ n
j
pjpz
nq for every n ě 1.
This particularity of non-normable Fréchet spaces is not used in [10] since the
considered operators satisfy pjpTxq ď Cjpjpxq for every j ě 1. Due to this fact,
Goliński can only consider Fréchet spaces with ℓ1-norms. We investigate how this
particularity can be used to construct operators without non-trivial invariant subset
by only requiring conditions on the elements pjpenq.
Given a finite family pj,mq1ďjďJ,1ďmďM , we denote by nextpj,mq the next ele-
ment of the family pj,mqjďJ,mďM endowed with the lexicographical order.
Theorem 3.3. Let pX, ppjqjq be a Fréchet space possessing a Schauder basis penqně0.
If p1penq ą 0 for every n and if for every ε ą 0, every C,M,N ě 1, every
K ě J ě 2, there exist pnj,mqjďJ,mďM ĂsN,8r with nj,m ‰ nj1,m1 for every
pj,mq ‰ pj1,m1q and a sequence pαj,mqjďJ,mďM of non-zero scalars such that for
every j ď J , every m ďM ,
(1) pJ´1pα1,men1,mq ď ε;
(2) p1pαJ,menJ,mq ě
1
ε
;
(3) for every 1 ď l ďM , if nextlpj,mq exists then for every k ă K,
Cpkpαnextlpj,mqen
nextlpj,mq
q ď pk`1pαj,menj,mq;
then X does not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property.
The proof of this theorem will be given in Section 4. We focus here on the
consequences of this result. In view of Theorem 3.2, Theorem 3.3 cannot be applied
to Fréchet spaces without continuous norm. We can also remark that if X is a
Banach space then the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 are never satisfied. Indeed, we
deduce from p2q and p3q that for every m ďM , every j ď J ,
pJ´j`1pαj,menj,mq ě
1
ε
.
In particular, we get pJpα1,1en1,1q ě
1
ε
. Therefore, since pJ´1pα1,1en1,1q ď ε by (1),
we conclude that for every J ě 2, the seminorms pJ and pJ´1 are not equivalent
and thus X cannot be a Banach space.
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Although Banach spaces cannot satisfy Theorem 3.3, we will see that a lot of
Fréchet spaces with a continuous norm satisfy this theorem. In order to satisfy the
assumptions of Theorem 3.3, it seems to be necessary to be able to find for every
j, some elements en such that the ratio between pj`1penq and pjpenq is as large as
desired and for which we have some control on the values of plpenq for l ď j. The
following corollary is based on this idea and give us new examples of Fréchet spaces
with a continuous norm which do not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property.
Corollary 3.4. Let pX, ppjqjq be a Fréchet space possessing a Schauder basis penqně0.
If p1penq ą 0 for every n and if for every j ě 1, there exists Cj ě 1 such that for
every L,N ě 0, there exists n ě N such that
pjpenq ď Cjp1penq and pj`1penq ě Lpjpenq,
then X does not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property.
Proof. Let ε ą 0, C,M,N ě 1, K ě J ě 2 and Γ “ maxtCj : 1 ď j ď Ku. We
select different indices pnJ,mqmďM ĂsN,8r and fix αJ,m ą 0 for every m ďM such
that
p1pαJ,MenJ,M q ě
1
ε
and for every m ăM p1pαJ,menJ,mq “ CpKpαJ,m`1enJ,m`1q.
Let η “ ε
pΓCqpJ´2qMCM´1
. We can then find by assumption pnJ´1,mqmďM ĂsmaxmtnJ,mu,8r
such that
p2penJ´1,M q ą
CpKpαJ,1enJ,1q
η
p1penJ´1,M q
and such that for every m ăM
p2penJ´1,mq ą
pKpennextpJ´1,mqq
p1pennextpJ´1,mqq
p1penJ´1,mq.
We then fix pαJ´1,mqmďM such that
p1pαJ´1,MenJ´1,M q “ η
and such that for every m ăM
p1pαJ´1,menJ´1,mq “ Cp1pαnextpJ´1,mqennextpJ´1,mqq.
Let 1 ď j ă J ´ 1. If pnj`1,mqmďM has been chosen, we choose pnj,mqmďM Ă
smaxmtnj`1,mu,8r such that for every m ďM
pJ´j`1penj,mq ą
pKpennextpj,mqq
p1pennextpj,mqq
pJ´jpenj,mq and pJ´jpenj,mq ă Γp1penj,mq
and we then fix pαj,mqmďM such that
p1pαj,Menj,M q “ CpJ´j´1pαj`1,1enj`1,1 q.
and such that for every m ăM
p1pαj,menj,mq “ CpJ´jpαnextpj,mqennextpj,mqq.
We can then show that the family tαj,menj,mujďJ,mďM satisfies the assumptions
of Theorem 3.3. Indeed, by construction, we have p1pαnJ,menJ,mq ě
1
ε
for every
m ďM since p1pαJ,MenJ,M q ě
1
ε
and since for every m ăM ,
p1pαnJ,menJ,mq “ CpKpαJ,m`1enJ,m`1q ě p1pαJ,m`1enJ,m`1q.
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We can also show that for every m ď M , we have pJ´1pα1,men1,mq ď ε. Let
m ďM and j ă J ´ 1. If m ăM , we get
pJ´jpαj,menj,mq ď Γp1pαj,menj,mq “ ΓCpJ´jpαnextpj,mqennextpj,mqq
and if m “M , we get
pJ´jpαj,Menj,M q ď Γp1pαj,Menj,M q “ ΓCpJ´j´1pαj`1,1enj`1,1q.
Therefore, for every m ďM , we deduce that
pJ´1pα1,men1,mq ď pΓCq
pJ´3qM`M´m`1p1pαJ´1,1enJ´1,1q
ď pΓCqpJ´3qM`M´m`1CM´1p1pαJ´1,MenJ´1,M q
ď ε.
It remains to show that for every l ď M , every pj,mq, every 1 ď k ă K if
nextlpj,mq exists then
pk`1pαj,menj,mq ě Cpkpαnextlpj,mqen
next
lpj,mq
q.
We remark that for every pj,mq ‰ pJ,Mq, for every 1 ď k ď K,
(1) if k ď J ´ j and m ‰M , we have
pkpαj,menj,mq ě p1pαj,menj,mq
ě CpJ´jpαnextpj,mqennextpj,mqq;
(2) if k ď J ´ j, j ď J ´ 2 and m “M , we have
pkpαj,Menj,M q ě p1pαj,Menj,M q
ě CpJ´j´1pαj`1,1enj`1,1q;
(3) if k ą J ´ j, we have
pkpαj,menj,mq ě CpKpαnextpj,mqennextpj,mqq.
Indeed, if j ď J ´ 2, we have
pkpαj,menj,mq ě pJ´j`1pαj,menj,mq
ě
pKpennextpj,mqq
p1pennextpj,mqq
pJ´jpαj,menj,mq
ě C
pKpennextpj,mqq
p1pennextpj,mqq
pJ´j´1pαnextpj,mqennextpj,mqq
ě CpKpαnextpj,mqennextpj,mqq.
If j “ J ´ 1 and m ‰M , we have
pkpαj,menj,mq ě p2pαj,menj,mq
ě
pKpennextpj,mqq
p1pennextpj,mqq
p1pαj,menj,mq
ě C
pKpennextpj,mqq
p1pennextpj,mqq
p1pαnextpj,mqennextpj,mqq
ě CpKpαnextpj,mqennextpj,mqq.
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If j “ J ´ 1 and m “M , we have
pkpαJ´1,MenJ´1,M q ě p2pαJ´1,MenJ´1,M q
ě
CpKpαJ,1enJ,1q
η
p1pαJ´1,MenJ´1,M q
ě CpKpαJ,1enJ,1q
Finally, if j “ J and m ‰M , we have
pkpαJ,menJ,mq ě p1pαJ,menJ,mq
ě CpKpαnextpJ,mqennextpJ,mqq.
We deduce that for every l ďM , every pj,mq, every 1 ď k ă K if nextlpj,mq exists
then
pk`1pαj,menj,mq ě Cpkpαnextlpj,mqen
nextlpj,mq
q
because
(1) if k ă J ´ j and nextlpj,mq “ pj,m1q then
pk`1pαj,menj,mq ě CpJ´jpαnextpj,mqennextpj,mqq
ě ClpJ´jpαnextlpj,mqen
nextlpj,mq
q
ě Cpkpαnextlpj,mqen
next
lpj,mq
q;
(2) if k ă J ´ j and nextlpj,mq “ pj ` 1,m1q then
pk`1pαj,menj,mq ě C
M´mpJ´jpαj,Menj,M q
ě CM´m`1pJ´j´1pαj`1,1enj`1,1q
ě ClpJ´j´1pαnextlpj,mqen
next
lpj,mq
q
ě Cpkpαnextlpj,mqen
nextlpj,mq
q;
(3) if k ě J ´ j, we have
pk`1pαj,menj,mq ě CpKpαnextpj,mqennextpj,mqq
ě ClpKpαnextlpj,mqen
next
lpj,mq
q
ě Cpkpαnextlpj,mqen
nextlpj,mq
q.

An interesting family of Fréchet spaces with a Schauder basis is given by Köthe
sequence spaces.
Definition 3.5. Let A “ paj,kqjě1,kě0 be a matrix such that for every k, there
exists j satisfying aj,k ą 0 and such that for every k, the sequence paj,kqj is non-
decreasing. The Köthe sequence space λppAq with 1 ď p ă 8 is given by
λppAq “
!
pxkqk P K
N : pjppxkqkq “
´ 8ÿ
k“0
|xkaj,k|
p
¯ 1
p
ă 8, j ě 1
)
and the Köthe sequence space c0pAq is given by
c0pAq “ tpxkqk P K
N : lim
kÑ8
|xk|aj,k “ 0, j ě 1u with pjppxkqkq “ max
k
|xk|aj,k.
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Example 3.6. Let pqjqjě1 be the increasing enumeration of prime numbers and
n ě 0. If
ś8
l“1 q
kl
l is the unique prime factorization of n ` 1 then we let aj,n “śj
l“1 q
kl
l . We can deduce from Corollary 3.4 that the Fréchet space X “ λ
ppAq
with 1 ď p ă 8 or c0pAq does not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property since for
every j ě 1, every k ě 1, we have
pjpeqkj`1´1q “ 1 “ p1peqkj`1´1q and pj`1peqkj`1´1q “ q
k
j`1.
This space is an example of non-reflexive and non-normable Fréchet space without
the Invariant Subset Property.
In [11], Goliński proved that s “ λ1pAq (with aj,k “ pk ` 1qj) satisfies the
Invariant Subset property. However, this space does not satisfy the assumptions of
Corollary 3.4. One can therefore wonder if the space s satisfies the assumptions of
Theorem 3.3. Actually a lot of natural Fréchet spaces, such as s orHpCq, satisfy the
assumptions of Theorem 3.3 and thus do not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property.
These examples will be obtained thanks to the following corollary.
Corollary 3.7. Let pX, ppjqjq be a Fréchet space possessing a Schauder basis penqně0
such that p1penq ą 0 for every n and let Rj,n “
pj`1penq
pjpenq
for every j ě 1, n ě 0. If
‚ pRj,nqj and pRj,nqn are non-decreasing sequences such that for every j ě 1,
pRj,nqn tends to infinity,
‚ for every j ě 1, every n ě 0, Rj`1,n ď Rj,n`1,
‚ for every j ě 1
0 ă inf
n
pjpenq
pjpen`1q
ď sup
n
pjpenq
pjpen`1q
ă 8,
then X does not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property.
Proof. Let ε ą 0, C,M,N ě 1 and K ě J ě 2. There exist γ ă 1 ă Γ such that
for every j ď K, every n ě 0,
γ ă
pjpenq
pjpen`1q
ă Γ.
In particular, for every k ě 1, every j ď K every n ě 0, we have
γk ă
pjpenq
pjpen`kq
ă Γk
and thus for every j ă K
Rj,n “
pj`1penq
pjpenq
ě
γk
Γk
pj`1pen`kq
pjpen`kq
“
γk
Γk
Rj,n`k.
We then consider N0 such that for every j ď K, every n ě N0,
Rj,n ą
CJ
2M
ε2
´Γ
γ
¯J2M
and we let nj,m “ N0 ` pj ´ 1qM `m´ 1. We also let for every m ďM
α1,m “
ε
śK´2
j“J´1 Rj,n1,1
Cm´1pK´1pen1,mq
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and for every 1 ă j ď J
αj,m “
pKpαj´1,1enj´1,1q
Cpj´1qM`m´1pK´1penj,mq
Let j ď J and m ďM .
(1) We have
pJ´1pα1,men1,mq “
ε
śK´2
j“J´1 Rj,n1,1
Cm´1pK´1pen1,mq
pJ´1pen1,mq “
ε
śK´2
j“J´1 Rj,n1,1
Cm´1
śK´2
j“J´1 Rj,n1,m
ď
ε
Cm´1
ď ε.
(2) We have
p1pαJ,menJ,mq “
pKpαJ´1,1enJ´1,1q
CpJ´1qM`m´1pK´1penJ,mq
p1penJ,mq
ě
1
CJM
pKpαJ´1,1enJ´1,1qp1penJ,M q
pK´1penJ,M q
“
śK´2
j“J´1 Rj,n1,1
CJM
εpKpen1,1q
pK´1pen1,1q
´ J´1ź
i“2
pKpeni,1q
Cpi´1qMpK´1peni,1q
¯ p1penJ,M q
pK´1penJ,M q
.
We remark that
pKpen1,1q
pK´1pen1,1q
“ RK´1,n1,1 ě
γnJ,M´n1,1
ΓnJ,M´n1,1
RK´1,nJ,M ,
that
J´1ź
i“2
pKpeni,1q
pK´1peni,1q
“
J´1ź
i“2
RK´1,ni,1 ě
J´1ź
i“2
γnJ,M´ni,1
ΓnJ,M´ni,1
RK´1,nJ,M ,
and that
p1penJ,M q
pK´1penJ,M q
“
K´2ź
i“1
1
Ri,nJ,M
.
We conclude that
p1pαJ,menJ,mq
ě
ε
CJ
2M
´γJ´1
ΓJ´1
¯nJ,M´n1,1
pRK´1, nJ,M q
J´1
´ K´2ź
j“J´1
Rj,n1,1
¯K´2ź
i“1
1
Ri,nJ,M
ě
ε
CJ
2M
´γJ´1
ΓJ´1
¯nJ,M´n1,1
pRK´1, nJ,M q
J´1
´γ
Γ
¯nJ,M´n1,1´ K´2ź
j“J´1
Rj,nJ,M
¯K´2ź
i“1
1
Ri,nJ,M
ě
ε
CJ
2M
´γJ
ΓJ
¯nJ,M´n1,1
RK´1, nJ,M since pRj,nJ,M qj is non-decreasing
ą
1
ε
(3) Let l ď M such that nextlpj,mq exists and k ă K. We have several
possibilities:
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(a) If nextlpj,mq “ pj,m1q and j “ 1 then
pkpαnextlpj,mqen
next
lpj,mq
q “
pK´1pαnextlpj,mqen
next
lpj,mq
qśK´2
i“k Ri,nnextlpj,mq
“
ε
śK´2
j“J´1 Rj,n1,1
Cm
1´1
śK´2
i“k Ri,nnextlpj,mq
and thus
pkpαnextlpj,mqen
next
lpj,mq
q
pk`1pαj,menj,mq
ď
pkpαnextlpj,mqen
next
lpj,mq
q
pkpαj,menj,mq
“
śK´2
i“k Ri,nj,m
Cm
1´m
śK´2
i“k Ri,nnextlpj,mq
ď
1
Cm
1´m
“
1
Cl
since pRi,nqn is non-decreasing.
(b) If nextlpj,mq “ pj,m1q and j ą 1 then
pkpαnextlpj,mqen
next
lpj,mq
q “
pK´1pαnextlpj,mqen
next
lpj,mq
qśK´2
i“k Ri,nnextlpj,mq
“
pKpαj´1,1enj´1,1q
Cpj´1qM`m
1´1
śK´2
i“k Ri,nnextlpj,mq
and thus
pkpαnextlpj,mqen
nextlpj,mq
q
pk`1pαj,menj,mq
ď
pkpαnextlpj,mqen
nextlpj,mq
q
pkpαj,menj,mq
“
śK´2
i“k Ri,nj,m
Cm
1´m
śK´2
i“k Ri,nnextlpj,mq
ď
1
Cm
1´m
“
1
Cl
.
(c) If nextlpj,mq “ pj ` 1,m1q and j “ 1 then
pkpαnextlpj,mqen
nextlpj,mq
q “
pKpα1,1en1,1q
CjM`m
1´1
śK´2
i“k Ri,nnextlpj,mq
“
εpKpen1,1q
śK´2
j“J´1 Rj,n1,1
CjM`m
1´1pK´1pen1,1q
śK´2
i“k Ri,nnextlpj,mq
.
Moreover, if k ă K ´ 1, we have
pk`1pαj,menj,mq “
ε
śK´2
j“J´1 Rj,n1,1
Cm´1
śK´2
i“k`1 Ri,nj,m
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and thus
pkpαnextlpj,mqen
nextlpj,mq
q
pk`1pαj,menj,mq
“
pKpen1,1q
śK´2
i“k`1 Ri,nj,m
CjM`m
1´mpK´1pen1,1q
śK´2
i“k Ri,nnextlpj,mq
“
RK´1,n1,1
śK´2
i“k`1 Ri,nj,m
CjM`m
1´m
śK´2
i“k Ri,nnextlpj,mq
ď
1
CjM`m
1´m
“
1
Cl
because Ri`1,nj,m ď Ri,nj,m`1 ď Ri,n
nextlpj,mq
.
On the other hand, if k “ K´1, we have pk`1pαj,menj,mq “
εRK´1,nj,m
śK´2
j“J´1 Rj,n1,1
Cm´1
and thus
pkpαnextlpj,mqen
next
lpj,mq
q
pk`1pαj,menj,mq
“
RK´1,n1,1
CjM`m
1´mRK´1,nj,m
ď
1
CjM`m
1´m
“
1
Cl
.
(d) If nextlpj,mq “ pj ` 1,m1q and j ą 1 then
pkpαnextlpj,mqen
nextlpj,mq
q “
pKpαj,1enj,1q
CjM`m
1´1
śK´2
i“k Ri,nnextlpj,mq
“
pK´1pαj,1enj,1qRK´1,nj,1
CjM`m
1´1
śK´2
i“k Ri,nnextlpj,mq
“
pKpαj´1,1enj´1,1qRK´1,nj,1
CjM`m
1´1Cpj´1qM
śK´2
i“k Ri,nnextlpj,mq
.
If k ă K ´ 1, we also have
pk`1pαj,menj,mq “
pKpαj´1,1enj´1,1q
Cpj´1qM`m´1
śK´2
i“k`1 Ri,nj,m
and thus
pkpαnextlpj,mqen
next
lpj,mq
q
pk`1pαj,menj,mq
“
RK´1,nj,1
śK´2
i“k`1 Ri,nj,m
CjM`m
1´m
śK´2
i“k Ri,nnextlpj,mq
ď
1
Cl
.
Finally, if k “ K´1, we have pk`1pαj,menj,mq “
pKpαj´1,1enj´1,1 qRK´1,nj,m
Cpj´1qM`m´1
and thus
pkpαnextlpj,mqen
nextlpj,mq
q
pk`1pαj,menj,mq
“
RK´1,nj,1
CjM`m
1´mRK´1,nj,m
ď
1
Cl
.
The desired result then follows from Theorem 3.3. 
We can deduce the result of Goliński [11] concerning the space s thanks to this
corollary.
Example 3.8. The space s can be defined as the Köthe sequence space λ1pAq with
aj,n “ pn` 1q
j . We then get
Rj,n “
pj`1penq
pjpenq
“
pn` 1qj`1
pn` 1qj
“ n` 1.
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Therefore, the sequences pRj,nqj and pRj,nqn are non-decreasing and limnRj,n “ 8.
Moreover, we have Rj`1,n ď Rj,n`1 and since
pjpenq
pjpen`1q
“ pn`1q
j
pn`2qj , we have
1
2j
ă inf
n
pjpenq
pjpen`1q
ď sup
n
pjpenq
pjpen`1q
ď 1.
It follows from Corollary 3.7 that s does not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property.
In [10], it is also shown that HpCq does not satisfy the Invariant Subspace Prop-
erty. Thanks to Corollary 3.7, we improve this result by showing that HpCq does
not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property.
Corollary 3.9. HpCq does not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property.
Proof. We can identify HpCq with λ1pAq where aj,n “ p2jqn. We then get
Rj,n “
pj`1penq
pjpenq
“
p2j`1qn
p2jqn
“ 2n
which is non-decreasing in j and non-decreasing in n. Moreover, pRj,nqn tends to
infinity as n tends to infinity and for every j ě 1, every n ě 0, Rj`1,n ď Rj,n`1.
Finally, we remark that
lim
n
pjpenq
pjpen`1q
“ lim
n
p2jqn
p2jqn`1
“
1
2j
.
We can thus deduce that 0 ă infn
pjpenq
pjpen`1q
ă supn
pjpenq
pjpen`1q
ă 8 and the desired
result follows from Corollary 3.7. 
We remark that Corollary 3.7 does not rely on the structure of the norm pj but
only on values of norms pjpenq. In particular, unlike results in [10], this corollary
can be applied to Köthe spaces ΛppAq for every p ě 1 and not only for p “ 1. In
particular, we can apply Corollary 3.7 to power series spaces without assuming the
nuclearity.
Definition 3.10. Let α be an increasing sequence in r0,`8q tending to infinity
and let r P RY t`8u. The power series space Λrpαq is the Fréchet space
Λrpαq “ tx P K
N :
8ÿ
n“1
|xn|
2e2tαn ă 8 for all t ă ru
endowed with the seminorms pjpxq “
ř8
n“1 |xn|
2e2tjαn ă 8 where ptjq is an in-
creasing sequence tending to r.
We remark that every increasing sequence ptjq tending to r induces the same
topology.
Corollary 3.11. Let Λ8pαq be a power series space. If supnpαn`1 ´ αnq ă 8 then
Λ8pαq does not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property.
Proof. Let ptjq be an increasing sequence of positive real numbers tending to infin-
ity. The power series space Λ8pαq coincide with the Köthe sequence space λ2pAq
where aj,n “ etjαn . In particular, we remark that we have pjpenq “ etjαn ą 0 for
every n. Moreover, we get pjpenq
pjpen`1q
“ etjpαn´αn`1q and thus for every j
0 ă e´tj supnpαn`1´αnq ď inf
n
etjpαn´αn`1q ď sup
n
etjpαn´αn`1q ď 1.
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On the other hand, we have Rj,n “
pj`1penq
pjpenq
“ eαnptj`1´tjq which is non-decreasing
in n and non-decreasing in j if we choose ptjq so that ptj`1 ´ tjq is non-decreasing.
The desired result then follows from Corollary 3.7 by considering tj “ j. 
In the case of power series space Λrpαq with r ă 8, the sequence pRj,nqj cannot
be non-decreasing. Therefore, we do not know if the space Λrpαq satisfies the
assumptions of Theorem 3.3 when r is finite and supnpαn`1 ´ αnq ă 8. We thus
let the following question:
Problem 1. Let X “ Λrpαq. If r is finite and supnpαn`1 ´ αnq ă 8, can we
deduce that X does not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property?
Notice that thanks to Goliński [10], we know that if r ă 8, supnpαn`1 ´ αnq ă 8
and lim log j
αj
“ 0 then Λrpαq does not satisfy the Invariant Subspace Property.
3.3. Hereditary Invariant Subset Property. Concerning the Hereditary In-
variant Subset Property, we can deduce the following result from Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.12. Let pX, ppjqjq be a Fréchet space. If for every j ě 1, for every
closed subspace E of finite codimension, pj and pj`1 are not equivalent on E then
X does not satisfy the Hereditary Invariant Subset Property.
Proof. We first remark that since p1 and p2 are equivalent on ker p2, the space
ker p2 cannot be a subspace of finite codimension. Without loss of generality we
can thus assume that ker p1 is not a subspace of finite codimension.
The goal of this proof consists in constructing a basic sequence penqně1 in X
such that the closed infinite-dimensional subspace M “ spanten : n ě 1u satisfies
the assumptions of Theorem 3.3. We recall that if the sequence penq is chosen so
that p1penq ą 0 and that there exist a constant Γ such that for every 1 ď j ď L0,
every L1 ą L0, every aj , . . . , aL1 P K,
pj
´ L0ÿ
n“j
anen
¯
ď Γpj
´ L1ÿ
n“j
anen
¯
then the sequence penq is a basic sequence (see proof of Lemma 2.2 in [20]). Such a
sequence will be constructed by using the fact that for every e1, . . . , eN P X , every
ε ą 0, every continuous seminorm p on X , there exists a closed subspace E of finite
codimension such that for every x P E, every y P spante1, . . . , eNu,
ppyq ď p1` εqppx` yq [13, Lemma 10.39].
Assume that e1, . . . , eN have been chosen. We show that for every ε ą 0, C,M ě
1 and K ě J ě 2, it is possible to find elements eN`1, . . . , eN`JM such that
(1) for every n P rN ` 1, N ` JM s, p1penq ą 0 ,
(2) for every 1 ď j ď N , every aj , . . . , aN`JM P K,
pj
´ Nÿ
k“j
akek
¯
ď 2
1
N2 pj
´N`JMÿ
k“j
akek
¯
,
(3) for every L0, L1 P rN,N ` JM s with L0 ă L1, every 1 ď j ď L0, every
aj , . . . , aL1 P K,
pj
´ L0ÿ
k“j
akek
¯
ď 5pj
´ L1ÿ
k“j
akek
¯
,
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and such that Conditions (1)-(3) in Theorem 3.3 are satisfied with enj,m “ eN`pj´1qM`m
and αj,m “ 1.
We first select vectors pukq1ďkďJM such that for any 0 ď k ă JM , for any
j ď N ` k, for any a1, . . . , aN`k`1 P K,
pj
´ Nÿ
l“1
alel `
kÿ
l“1
aN`lul
¯
ď 2
1
2N2JM pj
´ Nÿ
l“1
alel `
k`1ÿ
l“1
aN`lul
¯
and such that for every 1 ď k ď JM
(1) p1pukq ą 0;
(2) pKpukq ă ε2 ;
(3) pKpukq ă 14C p1puk´1q with u0 “ eN .
This is possible since for every k ă JM there exists a closed subspace E of finite
codimension such that for every j ď N ` k, every x P E, every y P spanpten : n ď
NuYtul : l ď kuq, we have pjpyq ď 2
1
2N2JM pjpx` yq and since ker p1 is not of finite
codimension.
We then select vectors pvkq1ďkďJM such that for any 0 ď k ă JM , for any
j ď N ` k, for any a1, . . . , aN`JM P K, any bN`1, . . . , bN`k`1 P K
pj
´ Nÿ
l“1
alel`
JMÿ
l“1
aN`lul`
kÿ
l“1
bN`lvl
¯
ď 2
1
2N2JM pj
´ Nÿ
l“1
alel`
JMÿ
l“1
aN`lul`
k`1ÿ
l“1
bN`lvl
¯
,
and such for every 1 ď j ď J , every k P ppj ´ 1qM, jM s,
(1) if j ą 1 then pj´1pvkq ă 12p1puJM`1´kq
(2) pjpvkq ą 1ε `
ε
2
(3) pjpvkq ě Cpmaxk1ăk pKpvk1q ` 2maxkďJM pKpukqq,
which is possible because pj`1 and pj are not equivalent on any closed subspace of
finite codimension.
We let eN`k “ uk ` vJM`1´k for every 1 ď k ď JM . We then have
(1) for every 1 ď k ď pJ ´ 1qM
p1peN`kq ě p1pukq ´ p1pvJM`1´kq ě p1 ´
1
2
qp1pukq ą 0,
and for every pJ ´ 1qM ă k ď JM
p1peN`kq ě p1pvJM`1´kq ´ p1pukq ě
1
ε
`
ε
2
´
ε
2
ą 0,
(2) for every 1 ď j ď N every aj , . . . , aN`JM P K,
pj
´ Nÿ
k“j
akek
¯
ď 2
1
N2 pj
´N`JMÿ
k“j
akek
¯
,
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since
pj
´ Nÿ
k“j
akek
¯
ď 2
1
2N2JM pj
´ Nÿ
k“j
akek ` aN`1u1
¯
ď p2
1
2N2JM qJMpj
´ Nÿ
k“j
akek `
JMÿ
k“1
aN`kuk
¯
ď p2
1
2N2JM qJM`1pj
´ Nÿ
k“j
akek `
JMÿ
k“1
aN`kuk ` aN`JMv1
¯
ď p2
1
2N2JM q2JMpj
´ Nÿ
k“j
akek `
JMÿ
k“1
aN`kuk `
JMÿ
k“1
aN`JM`1´kvk
¯
“ 2
1
N2 pj
´ Nÿ
k“j
akek `
JMÿ
k“1
aN`kpuk ` vJM`1´kq
¯
“ 2
1
N2 pj
´N`JMÿ
k“j
akek
¯
,
(3) for every L0, L1 P rN,N ` JM s with L0 ă L1, every 1 ď j ď L0, every
aj , . . . , aL1 P K,
pj
´ L0ÿ
k“j
akek
¯
ď 5pj
´ L1ÿ
k“j
akek
¯
since
pj
´ L0ÿ
k“j
akek
¯
“ pj
´ Nÿ
k“j
akek `
L0ÿ
k“maxtj,N`1u
akuk´N `
L0ÿ
k“maxtj,N`1u
akvJM`1´k`N
¯
ď pj
´ Nÿ
k“j
akek `
L0ÿ
k“maxtj,N`1u
akuk´N
¯
` pj
´ L0ÿ
k“maxtj,N`1u
akvJM`1´k`N
¯
ď p2
1
2N2JM q2L1´L0´Npj
´ Nÿ
k“j
akek `
L1ÿ
k“maxtj,N`1u
akuk´N `
L1ÿ
k“maxtj,N`1u
akvJM`1´k`N
¯
` pj
´ Nÿ
k“j
alel `
L1ÿ
k“maxtj,N`1u
akuk´N `
L1ÿ
k“maxtj,N`1u
akvJM`1´k`N
¯
` pj
´ Nÿ
k“j
alel `
L1ÿ
k“maxtj,N`1u
akuk´N `
L1ÿ
k“L0`1
akvJM`1´k`N
¯
ď
´
p2
1
2N2JM q2L1´L0´N ` 1` p2
1
2N2JM qL0´N
¯
pj
´ L1ÿ
k“j
akek
¯
ď
´
1` 2 . 2
1
N2
¯
pj
´ L1ÿ
k“j
akek
¯
ď 5pj
´ L1ÿ
k“j
akek
¯
Moreover, for every 1 ď j ď J , every 1 ď m ďM , we have
(1) pJ´1peN`mq “ pJ´1pum ` vJM`1´mq ă ε2 `
ε
4
ď ε,
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(2) p1peN`pJ´1qM`mq “ p1pupJ´1qM`m ` vM`1´mq ą
1
ε
` ε
2
´ ε
2
ě 1
ε
,
(3) for every l ďM , if L “ pj ´ 1qM `m with 1 ď j ď J and 1 ď m ďM and
if L` l ď JM then for every k ă K,
CpkpeN`L`lq ď pk`1peN`Lq
because if JM ` 1´ L ď pk ` 1qM then
pk`1peN`Lq “ pk`1puL ` vJM`1´Lq ě pk`1pvJM`1´Lq ´ pk`1puLq
ě CppkpvJM`1´L´lq ` pkpuL`lq ` pk`1puLqq ´ pk`1puLq
ě CpkpvJM`1´L´l ` uL`lq “ CpkpeN`L`lq.
and if JM ` 1´ L ą pk ` 1qM then
pk`1peN`Lq “ pk`1puL ` vJM`1´Lq ě pk`1puLq ´ pk`1pvJM`1´Lq
ě pk`1puLq ´
1
2
p1puLq ě
1
2
p1puLq
ě 2CpKpuL`lq ě CppkpuL`lq ` pkpvJM`1´L´lqq
ě CpkpeN`L`lq.
since JM ` 1´ L´ l ą kM .
We consider sequences pJsqsě1, pMsqsě1 and pKsqsě1 such that for every s ě 1,
Ks ě Js and for every M ě 1 and K ě J ě 2, the set ts : Js “ J, Ms “M, Ks “
Ku is infinite. We let N0 “ 0 and Nt “
ř
sďt JsMs for every t ě 1.
We can then construct a sequence penqně1 such that
(1) for every n ě 1, p1penq ą 0 ,
(2) for every t ě 1, every 1 ď j ď Nt every aj , . . . , aNt`1 P K,
pj
´ Ntÿ
k“j
akek
¯
ď 2
1
N2
t pj
´Nt`1ÿ
k“j
akek
¯
,
(3) for every t ě 1, every L0, L1 P rNt, Nt`1s with 1 ď L0 ă L1, every 1 ď j ď
L0, every aj , . . . , aL1 P K,
pj
´ L0ÿ
k“j
akek
¯
ď 5pj
´ L1ÿ
k“j
akek
¯
,
and such that Conditions (1)-(3) in Theorem 3.3 are satisfied for ε “ 1
s
, C “ s,
J “ Js,M “Ms andK “ Ks by considering enj,m “ eNs`pj´1qMs`m and αj,m “ 1.
We then deduce that the sequence penq satisfies Conditions (1)-(3) in Theorem 3.3
for every ε ą 0, C,M ě 1 and K ě J ě 2 and that penqně1 is a basic sequence since
for every n ě 1, p1penq ą 0 and since for every 1 ď j ď L0, every L1 ą L0, every
aj, . . . , aL1 P K, if L0, L1 P rNt, Nt`1s we have pj
´řL0
k“j akek
¯
ď 5pj
´řL1
k“j akek
¯
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and if L0 P pNs, Ns`1s and L1 P pNt, Nt`1s with s ă t then
pj
´ L0ÿ
k“j
akek
¯
ď 5pj
´Ns`1ÿ
k“j
akek
¯
ď 5
´ t´1ź
r“s`1
2
1
N2r
¯
pj
´ Ntÿ
k“j
akek
¯
ď 52
´ t´1ź
r“s`1
2
1
N2r
¯
pj
´ L1ÿ
k“j
akek
¯
ď 522
ř8
n“1
1
n2 pj
´ L1ÿ
k“j
akek
¯
.
We conclude that penq is a basic sequence and that the spaceM “ spanten : n ě 1u
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.3. Therefore the subspaceM does not satisfy
the Invariant Subset Property and thus X does not satisfy the Hereditary Invariant
Subspace Property. This concludes the proof. 
Corollary 3.13. Let pX, ppjqjq be a Fréchet space. If for every j ě 1, ker pj`1 is
a subspace of infinite codimension in ker pj then X does not satisfy the Hereditary
Invariant Subset Property.
Proof. Let j ě 1 and E a closed subspace of finite codimension. Since ker pj`1 is
a subspace of infinite codimension in ker pj, we deduce that E X ker pj cannot be
included in ker pj`1. We can thus find x P E such that pjpxq “ 0 and pj`1pxq ą 0.
The seminorms pj and pj`1 are thus not equivalent on E and we can conclude
thanks to Theorem 3.12. 
If we now consider a non-normable Fréchet space X with a continuous norm,
there then exists a sequence of norms ppjqjě1 inducing the topology of X such that
for every j, pj and pj`1 are not equivalent on X . However, it is possible that there
exists a closed subspace E of finite codimension such that pj and pj`1 are equivalent
on E. Indeed, if we consider, for instance, HpCq, which can be identified with λ1pAq
where aj,k “ jk and if we let qjpxq “ pjpxq`|x˚j pxq| where x
˚
j pxq “
ř8
n“0pj`1q
nxn,
then the sequence of norms pp1, q1, p2, q2, p3, q3, . . . q induces the same topology
that ppjqjě1 (since pjpxq ď qjpxq ď 2pj`1pxq). However, while pj and qj are not
equivalent on X , these norms are equivalent on kerx˚j .
One can therefore wonder if for every non-normable Fréchet space X with a
continuous norm, there exists a sequence of norms ppjq inducing the topology of
X and such that pj`1 and pj are not equivalent on every closed subspace of finite
codimension.
Problem 2. Does every non-normable Fréchet space X with a continuous norm
not satisfy the Hereditary Invariant Subset Property?
We can show that the answer is yes in the case of Köthe sequence spaces.
Corollary 3.14. Let X “ λppAq or c0pAq be a Köthe sequence space with a contin-
uous norm. If X is non-normable then X does not satisfy the Hereditary Invariant
Subset Property.
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Proof. Since X possesses a continuous norm, there exists j such that aj,n ‰ 0 for
every n (Theorem 3.2). Therefore, since X is not a Banach space, there exists
an increasing sequence pjmq such that for every C ą 0, every m ě 1, the set
tn : ajm`1,n ą Cajm,nu is infinite. Without loss of generality, we can thus assume
that p1 is a norm and that for every C ą 0, every j ě 1, the set Ij,C “ tn : aj`1,n ą
Caj,nu is infinite. Let j ě 1 and E be a closed subspace of finite codimension. For
every C ą 0, we can then find a non-zero vector x P spanten : n P Ij,Cu X E. This
implies that pj`1 and pj are not equivalent on E since pjpxq ‰ 0 and
p
p
j`1pxq “
ÿ
nPIj,C
|xnaj`1,n|
p ě Cp
ÿ
nPIj,C
|xnaj,n|
p “ Cpppj pxq
if X “ λppAq and
pj`1pxq “ sup
nPIj,C
|xnaj`1,n| ě C sup
nPIj,C
|xnaj,n| “ Cpjpxq
if X “ c0pAq. The desired result then follows from Theorem 3.12. 
4. Proof of Theorem 3.3
Let pX, ppjqjq be a Fréchet space possessing a Schauder basis penqně0 satisfying
the assumptions of Theorem 3.3. These assumptions are still satisfied if we consider
a subsequence of ppjq and if we consider multiples of these seminorms. Without
loss of generality, we can thus assume that pj`1pxq ě 2pjpxq for every j ě 1 and
that there exists an increasing sequence pCjqjě1 such that for every j ě 1, every
M ď N , every x1, . . . , xN ,
(4.1) pj
´ Mÿ
n“0
xnen
¯
ď Cjpj`1p
Nÿ
n“0
xnenq (see Theorem 3.1).
Moreover, in view of Theorem 3.2, we can also assume that p1 is a norm.
Let pNnqně1 and pRnqně1 with maxtNn, Rnu ď n such that |Nn`1 ´ Nn| ď 1
for every n and such that for every pi, jq P N2, there exists an infinity of integers n
such that pNn, Rnq “ pi, jq.
Let pµnq be a sequence of positive integers and sequences p∆nqně1, panqně1,
ptnqně0 and pcnqně1 such that ∆1 “ 1, ∆n`1 “ cµnn ` tn for every n ě 1 and such
that for every n ě 1, every 1 ď k ď µn ´ 1,
(4.2) 2∆n ă an, an `∆n ă tn, 3tn ` n ă cn and 2ckn ` 2tn ă c
k`1
n .
Notice that we then have for every n ě 1,
an`1 `∆n`1 ` c
µn
n ă cn`1.
Let pQn,kqně1,1ďkďµn be a family of polynomials satisfying degQn,k ď tn ` n.
We want to construct an operator without non-trivial invariant subset, i.e. an
operator such that every non-zero vector is hypercyclic. This will be done by using
Read’s type constructions (see [23] or [12] for a generalization). Actually we will
look at sufficient conditions to apply a Read’s type construction and we will show
at the end of the proof that these conditions can be satisfied under the assumptions
of Theorem 3.3. To this end, we will work with multiples of the basis penqně0 which
we will reorder in a suitable way.
We denote by punqně0 the sequence obtained by this reordering and we consider
the map T : spantuj : j ě 0u Ñ spantuj : j ě 0u
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T ju0 “
$&
%
uj ` T
j´anu0 if j P ran, an `∆nq;
uj `Qn,kpT qT
j´cknu0 if j P rckn, c
k
n ` tnq, 1 ď k ď µn;
uj otherwise.
The goal of this proof consists in showing that for a convenient reordering punq
of multiples of the basis penq and for a good choice of parameters, the operator T
can be extended on X and does not possess non-trivial invariant subsets. We will
thus assume that en “ λσpnquσpnq where σ is a bijection on Z` and λm ‰ 0 for
every m. Moreover, the sequence of parameters ptnq will be chosen such that for
every n ě 1,
(4.3) tλ0u0, . . . , λtn´1utn´1u “ te0, . . . , etn´1u.
We first remark that we can easily compute the vectors Tuj for every j ě 0 from
the iterates of u0 under the action of T .
Proposition 4.1.
(1) For every j P Z`z
Ť
ně1
Ť
1ďkďµn
tan ´ 1, an `∆n ´ 1, c
k
n ´ 1, c
k
n ` tn ´ 1u,
Tuj “ uj`1;
(2) For every n ě 1,
Tuan´1 “ uan ` u0;
(3) For every n ě 1,
Tuan`∆n´1 “ uan`∆n ´ u∆n
(4) For every n ě 1, every 1 ď k ď µn,
Tuckn´1 “ uckn `Qn,kpT qu0;
(5) For every n ě 1, every 1 ď k ď µn,
Tuckn`tn´1 “ uckn`tn ´Qn,kpT qutn .
We can then show that under some conditions, the operator T can be ex-
tended continuously on X . We recall that if P pT q “
řd
n“0 λnT
n then we let
|P | “
řd
n“0 |λn|.
Lemma 4.2 (Continuity). If for every n ě 1,
(1) for every 1 ď l ď n, every j P rtn, tn`1q, we have
(4.4) pl`1pujq ě 2
j`1plpuj`1q,
(2) we have
(4.5) p1puan´1q ě 2
anpn´1pu0q
(3) we have
(4.6) p1puan`∆n´1q ě 2
an`∆npn´1pu∆nq.
(4) for every 1 ď k ď µn, we have
(4.7) p1puckn´1q ě 2
ckn |Qn,k| sup
jătn
pnpT
ju0q
(5) for every 0 ď m ď degpQn,kq, we have
(4.8) pnputn`mq ď
1
2c
k
n`tn |Qn,k|
mintp1puckn`tn´1q, p1puckn´1qu
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then for every N ě 1, every j ě tN , we have pNpTujq ď
1
2j
pN`1pujq.
Proof. Let N ě 1 and j P rtn, tn`1q with n ě N . Thanks to Proposition 4.1, we
get the following inequalities:
(1) If j P Z`z
Ť
ně1
Ť
1ďkďµn
tan ´ 1, an `∆n ´ 1, c
k
n ´ 1, c
k
n ` tn ´ 1u then it
follows from (4.4) that
pN pTujq “ pN puj`1q ď
1
2j
pN`1pujq.
(2) If j “ an`1 ´ 1 then it follows from (4.4) and (4.5) that
pN pTujq ď pN puan`1q ` pN pu0q ď
1
2an`1´1
pN`1puan`1´1q.
(3) If j “ an`1 `∆n`1 ´ 1 then it follows from (4.4) and (4.6) that
pNpTujq ď pN puan`1`∆n`1q ` pN pu∆n`1q ď
1
2an`1`∆n`1´1
pN`1puan`1`∆n`1´1q.
(4) If j “ ckn ´ 1 for some 1 ď k ď µn then since degpQn,kq ď tn ` n ă cn, it
follows from (4.4), (4.7) and (4.8) that
pNpTujq ď pN pucknq ` |Qn,k| sup
mďdegQn,k
pNpT
mu0q
ď
1
2c
k
n
pN`1puckn´1q ` |Qn,k|max
!
sup
mătn
pnpT
mu0q, sup
0ďmďdegpQnk q´tn
pnpT
tn`mu0q
)
“
1
2c
k
n
pN`1puckn´1q ` |Qn,k|max
!
sup
mătn
pnpT
mu0q, sup
0ďmďdegpQnk q´tn
pnputn`mq
)
ď
1
2c
k
n´1
pN`1puckn´1q.
(5) If j “ ckn ` tn ´ 1 then since tn` degpQn,kq ď 2tn` n ă cn, it follows from
(4.4) and (4.8) that
pN pTujq ď pNpuckn`tnq ` |Qn,k| sup
mďdegQn,k
pN pT
mutnq
ď pNpuckn`tnq ` |Qn,k| sup
mďdegQn,k
pnputn`mq
ď
1
2c
k
n`tn´1
pN`1puckn`tn´1q.

Corollary 4.3. If (4.4)-(4.8) are satisified then the map T defined on spantuj :
j ě 0u can be uniquely extended to a continuous operator T on X satisfying for
every N ě 1, every x P X,
pNpTxq ď 4CN`1LNpN`2pxq,
where CN`1 is given by (4.1) and LN only depends on tu0, . . . , utN´1u.
Proof. Let N ě 1 and x P X . By (4.1), there exists a constant CN`1 such that for
every M ě 0, every y “
ř8
j“0 yjej P X ,
pN`1
´ Mÿ
j“0
yjej
¯
ď CN`1pN`2pyq.
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Let σ be a bijection from Z` to Z` and pλnq a sequence of non-zero scalars such
that ej “ λσpjquσpjq. Then there exists LN ě 1 depending on tu0, . . . , utN´1u such
that
pNpTxq “ pN
´
T
` 8ÿ
j“0
xjλσpjquσpjq
˘¯
ď
ÿ
0ďσpjqătN
pNpT pxjλσpjquσpjqqq `
ÿ
σpjqětN
1
2σpjq
pN`1pxjλσpjquσpjqq
ď
ÿ
0ďσpjqătN
LN
2σpjq
pN`1pxjλσpjquσpjqq `
ÿ
σpjqětN
1
2σpjq
pN`1pxjλσpjquσpjqq
ď LN
8ÿ
j“0
1
2σpjq
pN`1pxjλσpjquσpjqq “ LN
8ÿ
j“0
1
2σpjq
pN`1pxjejq
ď LN
8ÿ
j“0
1
2σpjq
´
pN`1
` jÿ
i“0
xiei
˘
` pN`1
` j´1ÿ
i“0
xiei
˘¯
ď LN
8ÿ
j“0
1
2σpjq
2CN`1pN`2pxq “ 4CN`1LNpN`2pxq,
where the first inequality follows from Lemma 4.2. 
Remark 4.4. In the construction of Goliński, it is only required that for everyN ě 1,
there exists a constant C ą 0 such that pN pTujq ď CpN pujq. The continuity of T
on X can then only be obtained if
ř8
j“0 pN pxjujq ď KpN
´ř8
j“0 xnun
¯
, i.e. if pN
is a norm of type ℓ1 for the sequence pujqjě0.
We are now going to investigate under which conditions we can assert that every
non-zero vector of X is hypercyclic, i.e. tT nxn ě 0u is dense in X . We start by
fixing the family of polynomials Qn,k. The choice of this family will follow from
the following lemma (see for instance [11, Lemma 3]).
Lemma 4.5. Let ε ą 0, let a and t be positive integers with t ą a and pγ0, . . . , γt´1q
be a perturbed canonical basis of spanpu0, . . . , ut´1q satisfying
γ0 “ u0 and γa “ εua ` u0.
Let } ¨ } be a norm on spantuj : j ě 0u and K Ă spanpu0, . . . , ut´1q be a compact
set in the induced topology such that ν :“ a´ valγpKq ě 0.
Then there is a number D ě 1 satisfying
t´1ÿ
j“0
|λj | ď D for every y “
t´1ÿ
j“0
λjγj P K
and a finite family of polynomials pPlq
L
l“1 satisfying for every 1 ď l ď L,
degPl ă t and |Pl| ď D
such that for any y P K there is 1 ď l ď L such that for each perturbed forward
shift T : spantuj : j ě 0u Ñ spantuj : j ě 0u satisfying T ju0 “ γj for every
1 ď j ď t´ 1, we have
}PlpT qy ´ u0} ď 2ε}ua} `D max
tďjď2t
}T ju0}.
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Remark 4.6. The existence of a constant D ě 1 such that
řt´1
j“0 |λj | ď D for every
y “
řt´1
j“0 λjγj P K and such that |Pl| ď D for every 1 ď l ď L follows directly
from the compacity of K and from the fact that the family pPlqLl“1 is finite.
We will consider the sequence of compact sets pKnqně2 given by
(4.9) Kn “
!
y P spanpu0, . . . , utn´1q : p1pyq ď
3
2
and p1pτnyq ě 1{2
)
where for every n ě 2
(4.10) τn
´ tn´1ÿ
j“0
yjT
ju0
¯
“
tn´1´1ÿ
j“0
yjT
ju0.
Corollary 4.7. For every n ě 2, there exist Dn ě 1 satisfying
tn´1ÿ
j“0
|yj| ď Dn for every y “
tn´1ÿ
j“0
yjT
ju0 P Kn
and a family of polynomials Pn “ pPn,kq
kn
k“1 satisfying
degpPn,kq ă tn and |Pn,k| ď Dn
such that for each y P Kn, there exists 1 ď k ď kn such that
pNnpPn,kpT qy ´ u0q ď 2pNnpuanq `Dn max
tnďjď2tn
pNnpujq.
Moreover, Dn and Pn do not depend on uj for j ě tn.
Proof. It suffices to apply Lemma 4.5 to Kn and the perturbed canonical basis
pu0, T u0, . . . , T
tn´1u0q by remarking that ν ě an ´ tn´1 ě 0, that ε “ 1 since
T anu0 “ uan ` u0 and that T
ju0 “ uj for every j P rtn, 2tns. 
If we assume that u0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , utn´1 are constructed, we can then consider the family
Pn “ pPn,kq
kn
k“1 given by Corollary 4.7 since this family does not depend on the
elements uj with j ě tn. Moreover, we can consider a net Sn “ pSn,wq
Wn
w“1 of poly-
nomials such that degpSn,wq ď Rn, |Sn,w| ď Rn and such that for every polynomial
S satisfying degpSq ď Rn and |S| ď Rn, there exists 1 ď w ďWn satisfying
|S ´ Sn,w| ď
1
maxlďRn pNnpT
lu0q
.
We then consider for pQn,lq
µn
l“1 the enumeration of polynomials Pn,kSn,w. In par-
ticular, we get
(4.11) degQn,l ď tn ` n and |Qn,l| ď nDn
since Rn ď n.
The following lemma shows that under some conditions, we can truncate any
non-zero vector x such that the truncated part belongs to Kn for some n.
Lemma 4.8 (SetsKn). If for every n ě 1, every j P
Ťµn
l“1rc
l
n, c
l
n`tnqYran`1, an`1`
∆n`1q
(4.12) pNn`1`2pujq ě nDn2
j sup
lătn
p1pT
lu0q,
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then for every N , every sequence pnkq such that Nnk “ N and every x P X with
p1pxq “ 1, we have that for all but finitely many k
πtnkx P Knk
where πtnkx “
řtnk´1
l“0 xlel.
Proof. We recall that
Kn “
!
y P spanpu0, . . . , utn´1q : p1pyq ď
3
2
and p1pτnyq ě 1{2
)
and that
τn
´ tn´1ÿ
m“0
ymT
mu0
¯
“
tn´1´1ÿ
m“0
ymT
mu0.
Let n ě 2. We start by computing p1pτnujq for every j P r0, tnq.
‚ If j ă tn´1 then τnuj “ uj.
‚ If j ě tn´1 and j R
Ťµn´1
l“1 rc
l
n´1, c
l
n´1` tn´1qYran, an`∆nq then τnuj “ 0.
‚ If j P rcln´1, c
l
n´1 ` tn´1q then τnuj “ ´τnQn´1,lT
j´cln´1u0 and thus
by (4.12)
p1pτnujq ď |Qn´1,l| max
0ďmătn´1
p1pT
mu0q ď
1
2j
pNn`2pujq
since |Qn´1,l| ď pn´ 1qDn´1.
‚ If j P ran, an ` tn´1q then τnuj “ ´T j´anu0 and thus by (4.12)
p1pτnujq “ p1pT
j´anu0q ď
1
2j
pNn`2pujq.
‚ If j P ran ` tn´1, an `∆nq then τnuj “ ´τnT j´anu0 “ 0.
Let y P spantuj : tn´1 ď j ă tnu. We deduce that
p1pτnyq ď
an`∆n´1ÿ
j“cn´1
p1pyjτnujq ď
an`∆n´1ÿ
j“cn´1
1
2j
pNn`2pyjujq
ď
an`∆n´1ÿ
j“cn´1
2CNn`2
2j
pNn`3pyq ď
2CNn`2
2cn´1´1
pNn`3pyq.
where CNn`2 is given by (4.1).
Let N ě 1, let pnkq be a sequence such that Nnk “ N and let x “
ř8
i“0 xiei P X
with p1pxq “ 1. It follows from (4.3) that for every n ě 2, spantutn´1, . . . , utn´1u “
spantetn´1, . . . , etn´1u and therefore, if we let πrI,Jqx “
řJ´1
i“I xiei, we get
p1pτnkπtnkxq “ p1pτnkπr0,tnk´1qx` τnkπrtnk´1,tnk qxq
ě p1pπtnk´1xq ´ p1pτnkπrtnk´1,tnk qxq
ě p1pπtnk´1xq ´
2CN`2
2cnk´1´1
pN`3pπrtnk´1,tnkqxq ÝÝÝÑkÑ8
1.
We conclude that for all but finitely many k, πtnkx P Knk . 
Let x P X such that p1pxq “ 1. Thanks to Corollary 4.7 and Lemma 4.8, we
can obtain interesting approximations with the elements Qn,kpT qpπtnxq. However,
in order to prove that x is a hypercyclic vector, we still need to be able to control
the tail x´ πtnx.
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Lemma 4.9 (Tails). Let pCjqjě1 be the basis constants given by (4.1). If for every
n ě 1, every j P rtn, tn`1q
(1) for every l ď n, every 1 ď r ď c
µn´1
n´1 ,
(4.13) pl`2pujq ě 2j`2Cn`2plpuj`rq;
(2) for every 1 ď k ď µn,
(4.14) pNn`2pujq ě 2
j`2Cn`2pNnpuj`cknq;
(3) if j P ran`1 `∆n`1 ´ c
µn
n , an`1 `∆n`1q then
(4.15) p1pujq ě 2an`1`∆n`1`1Cn`2 sup
mPr∆n`1,∆n`1`c
µn
n q
pnpumq;
(4) if j P ran`1 ´ c
µn
n , an`1q then
(4.16) p1pujq ě 2an`1`1Cn`2 sup
mďcµnn
pnpT
mu0q;
(5) if j P rckn, c
k
n ` tnq with 1 ď k ď µn then
(4.17) p1pujq ě 2c
k
n`tn`2Cn`2Dn sup
mPrtn,3tn`nq
pnpumq
and
(4.18) pNn`2pujq ě 2
ckn`tn`2Cn`2Dn sup
mP
Ť
1ďk1ďµn
rck1n ,c
k1
n `2tn`ns
pNnpumq;
(6) if j P rckn ´ c
k1
n1 , c
k
nq with pn
1, k1q ă pn, kq then
(4.19) p1pujq ě 2c
k
n`1Cn`2Dn sup
mď2tn`n
pnpT
mu0q;
then for every n ě 1, every 1 ď k ď µn, every x P spantej : j ě tnu, we have
pNnpT
cknxq ď pNn`3pxq.
Proof. Let n ě 1, 1 ď k ď µn and x P spantej : j ě tnu. We first remark that if
for every j ě tn,
pNnpT
cknujq ď
1
2j`1Cn`2
pNn`2pujq
then we have
pNnpT
cknxq ď pNn`3pxq.
Indeed, since spantuj : j ě tnu “ spantej : j ě tnu by (4.3), if we write ej “
λσpjquσpjq then
pNnpT
cknxq ď
8ÿ
j“tn
|xj |pNnpT
cknejq ď
8ÿ
j“tn
|xj |
1
2σpjq`1Cn`2
pNn`2pejq
ď
8ÿ
j“tn
CNn`2
2σpjqCn`2
pNn`3pxq ď pNn`3pxq since pCjqj is an increasing sequence.
Let j P rtn, tn`1q, n1 ď n and 1 ď k1 ď µn1 . It is thus sufficient to show that if
Conditions (4.13)-(4.19) are satisfied then we have
(4.20) pNn1 pT
ck
1
n1ujq ď
1
2j`1Cn`2
pNn1`2pujq.
We discuss the different possibilities for j.
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‚ If j P ran`1 `∆n`1, tn`1q then
T c
k1
n1uj “ uj`ck1
n1
since tn`1 ` cµnn ă cn`1 and (4.20) follows from (4.13) for n
1 ă n and from
(4.14) for n1 “ n.
‚ If j P ran`1 `∆n`1 ´ ck
1
n1 , an`1 `∆n`1q then
T c
k1
n1uj “ T
ck
1
n1T ju0 ´ T
ck
1
n1T j´an`1u0 “ uj`ck1
n1
´ u
j´an`1`ck
1
n1
since j`ck
1
n1 P ran`1`∆n`1, cn`1q and since j´an`1`c
k1
n1 P r∆n`1,∆n`1`
ck
1
n1q and ∆n`1 ` c
µn
n ă an`1. It follows from (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15) that
pNn1 pT
ck
1
n1ujq ď
1
2j`2Cn`2
pNn1`2pujq `
1
2an`1`∆n`1`1Cn`2
p1pujq
ď
1
2j`1Cn`2
pNn1`2pujq.
‚ If j P ran`1, an`1 ` ∆n`1 ´ ckn1q then T
ck
1
n1uj “ uj`ck1
n1
and (4.20) follows
from (4.13) and (4.14).
‚ If j P ran`1 ´ ck
1
n1 , an`1q then
T c
k1
n1uj “ T
j`ck
1
n1u0 “ uj`ck1
n1
` T j`c
k1
n1
´an`1u0.
since an`1´ ck
1
n1 ą c
µn
n ` tn and j` c
k1
n1 P ran`1, an`1` c
k1
n1q Ă ran`1, an`1`
∆n`1q. It follows from (4.13), (4.14) and (4.16) that
pNn1 pT
ck
1
n1ujq ď
1
2j`2Cn`2
pNn1`2pujq `
1
2an`1`1Cn`2
p1pujq
ď
1
2j`1Cn`2
pNn1`2pujq.
‚ If j P rcµnn ` tn, an`1 ´ c
k1
n1q then T
ck
1
n1uj “ uj`ck1
n1
and (4.20) follows from
(4.13) and (4.14).
‚ If j P rckn, c
k
n` tnq for some 1 ď k ď µn then we have to investigate different
cases:
– If n1 “ n then
T c
k1
n1uj “ uj`ck1
n1
´ T c
k1
n1T j´c
k
nQn,kpT qu0
because if we let K “ maxtk, k1u then
j ` ck
1
n1 P rc
k
n ` c
k1
n , c
k
n ` c
k1
n ` tnq Ă rc
K
n ` tn, 2c
K
n ` tnq
and 2cKn ` tn ă c
K`1
n if K ă µn and 2c
µn
n ` tn ă an`1. Moreover,
since ck
1
n ď valpT
ck
1
n1T j´c
k
nQn,kpT qq ď degpT c
k1
n1T j´c
k
nQn,kpT qq ď c
k1
n `
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2tn ` n, it follows from (4.14) and (4.18) that
pNn1 pT
ck
1
n1ujq ď
1
2j`2Cn`2
pNn1`2pujq `Dn sup
mPrck1n ,c
k1
n `2tn`ns
pNn1 pT
mu0q
ď
1
2j`2Cn`2
pNn1`2pujq `
1
2c
k
n`tn`2Cn`2
pNn1`2pujq
ď
1
2j`1Cn`2
pNn1`2pujq.
– If n1 ă n and j P rckn ` tn ´ c
k1
n1 , c
k
n ` tnq then
T c
k1
n1uj “ uj`ck1
n1
´ T c
k1
n1T j´c
k
nQn,kpT qu0
since j`ck
1
n1 P rc
k
n`tn, c
k
n`2tnq and c
k
n`2tn ă c
k`1
n if k ă µn and c
µn
n `
2tn ă an`1. Moreover, since tn ď valpT c
k1
n1T j´c
k
nq ď degpT c
k1
n1T j´c
k
nq ă
2tn, it follows from (4.13) and (4.17) that
pNn1 pT
ck
1
n1ujq ď
1
2j`2Cn`2
pNn1`2pujq `Dn sup
mPrtn,3tn`nq
pnpT
mu0q
ď
1
2j`2Cn`2
pNn1`2pujq `
1
2c
k
n`tn`2Cn`2
p1pujq
ď
1
2j`1Cn`2
pNn1`2pujq.
– If n1 ă n and j P rckn, c
k
n ` tn ´ c
k1
n1q then T
ck
1
n1uj “ uj`ck1
n1
and (4.20)
follows from (4.13).
‚ Finally, if j P rck´1n `tn, c
k
nq for some 1 ď k ď µn or if j “ tn, we investigate
several cases:
– If n1 “ n and k1 ě k then T c
k1
n1uj “ uj`ck1
n1
since
ck
1
n1 ` j P rc
k1
n ` tn, c
k1
n ` c
k
nq Ă rc
k1
n ` tn, c
k1`1
n q
and (4.20) follows from (4.14).
– If n1 “ n, k1 ă k and j P rckn´c
k1
n1` tn, c
k
nq, we also get T
ck
1
n1uj “ uj`ck1
n1
since ckn ´ c
k1
n1 ` tn ě c
k´1
n ` tn and since j ` c
k1
n1 P rc
k
n ` tn, c
k`1
n q if
k ă µn and j` ck
1
n1 P rc
µn
n ` tn, an`1q otherwise. Condition (4.20) then
follows from (4.14).
– If n1 “ n, k1 ă k and j P rckn ´ c
k1
n1 , c
k
n ´ c
k1
n1 ` tnq, we get
T c
k1
n1uj “ uj`ck1
n1
` T c
k1
n1T j´c
k
nQn,kpT qu0
since ckn ´ c
k1
n1 ą c
k´1
n ` tn. Moreover, since degpT
ck
1
n1T j´c
k
nQn,kpT qq ď
2tn ` n, it follows from (4.14) and (4.19) that
pNn1 pT
ck
1
n1ujq ď
1
2j`2Cn`2
pNn1`2pujq `Dn sup
mď2tn`n
pnpT
mu0q
ď
1
2j`2Cn`2
pNn1`2pujq `
1
2c
k
n`1Cn`2
p1pujq
ď
1
2j`1Cn`2
pNn1`2pujq.
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– In a similar way, if n1 ă n and if j P rckn ´ c
k1
n1 , c
k
nq then
T c
k1
n1uj “ uj`ck1
n1
` T c
k1
n1T j´c
k
nQn,kpT qu0
and since degpT c
k1
n1T j´c
k
nQn,k1pT qq ď 2tn`n, (4.20) follows from (4.13)
and (4.19).
– Finally, if pn1, k1q ă pn, kq and if j P rck´1n ` tn, c
k
n´ c
k1
n1q then T
ck
1
n1uj “
u
j`ck
1
n1
and (4.20) follows from (4.13).

Thanks to all these results, we are now able to write a list of conditions such
that if the sequence punqně0 satisfies each of these conditions then T admits no
non-trivial invariant subset.
Lemma 4.10 (Final result). Under the assumptions of Lemmas 4.2, 4.8 and 4.9,
if for every n ě 1, we have
(1) for every 0 ď j ă tn,
(4.21) pNnpuckn`jq ď
1
Dn
(2)
(4.22) pNnpuanq Ñ 0
(3) for every tn ď j ď 2tn
(4.23) pNnpujq ď
1
2nDn
then every non-zero vector in X is hypercyclic for T and thus T has no non-trivial
invariant subset.
Proof. Let x P X such that p1pxq “ 1. Let z P X and N ě 1. Since we have
assumed that pn`1 ě 2pn for every n ě 1, it suffices to show that there exists
i ě 0 such that pN pT ix´ zq ď 10 in order to deduce that every non-zero vector is
hypercyclic.
Since u0 is cyclic, there exists a polynomial S such that
pN pSpT qu0 ´ zq ď 1.
We can then find n as large as desired such that
‚ Rn “ maxtdegpSq, r|S|su,
‚ Nn “ N ` 2Rn,
‚ y :“ πr0,tnqx P Kn,
‚ pNn`3px´ yq “ pNn`3pπrtn,`8qxq ď 1.
‚ pNnpuanq ď
1
2n
.
By the definition of net Sn, there exists Sn,w P Sn such that |S ´ Sn,w| ď
1
maxlďRn pNnpT
lu0q
with degSn,w ď Rn and |Sn,w| ď Rn. In particular, we have
pNnpSpT qu0 ´ Sn,wpT qu0q ď |S ´ Sn,w|max
lďRn
pNnpT
lu0q ď 1.
By Corollary 4.7, there exists a polynomial Pn,l such that
pNnpPn,lpT qy ´ u0q ď 2pNnpuanq `Dn max
tnďjď2tn
pNnpujq ď
3
2n
by (4.23)
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and thus by Corollary 4.3
pN
`
Sn,wpT qpPn,lpT qy ´ u0q
˘
ď Rn max
kďRn
pN
`
T kpPn,lpT qy ´ u0q
˘
ď Rn
´Rn´1ź
l“0
maxt4CN`2l`1LN`2l, 1u
¯
pN`2RnpPn,lpT qy ´ u0q
ď Rn
´Rn´1ź
l“0
maxt4CN`2l`1LN`2l, 1u
¯
pNnpPn,lpT qy ´ u0q Ñ 0
as nÑ8 since Rn does not depend on n.
Let k such that Qn,k “ Sn,wPn,l, it follows from Lemma 4.9 that
pNnpT
cknpx´ yqq ď pNn`3px´ yq ď 1.
Since
pNnpT
cknx´ zq ď pNn
`
T c
k
npx´ yq
˘
` pNnpT
ckny ´Qn,kpT qyq ` pNn
`
Sn,wpT qpPn,lpT qy ´ u0q
˘
` pNnpSn,wpT qu0 ´ SpT qu0q ` pNnpSpT qu0 ´ zq,
it remains to look at pNnpT
ckny´Qn,kpT qyq. If we write y “
řtn´1
j“0 yjT
ju0 then by
Corollary 4.7, we have
tn´1ÿ
j“0
|yj | ď Dn.
Therefore, since
T c
k
ny ´Qn,kpT qy “
tn´1ÿ
j“0
yjpT
ckn`ju0 ´Qn,kpT qT
ju0q “
tn´1ÿ
j“0
yjuckn`j,
we deduce from (4.21) that
pNnpT
ckny ´Qn,kpT qyq ď Dnmax
jătn
pNnpuckn`jq ď 1.
We conclude that if n is sufficiently big then pNpT c
k
nx ´ zq ď 10. In other words,
x is hypercyclic and therefore every non-zero vector is hypercyclic. 
It remains to prove that if T satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 then
it is possible to construct a sequence pujqjě1 satisfying (4.3), (4.4)-(4.8), (4.12),
(4.13)-(4.19) and (4.21)-(4.23).
End of the proof of Theorem 3.3. We recall that if for every j ď J , every m ďM ,
(1) pJ´1pα1,men1,mq ď ε
(2) p1pαJ,menJ,mq ě
1
ε
(3) for every 1 ď l ďM , if nextlpj,mq exists then for every k ă K,
Cpkpαnextlpj,mqen
nextlpj,mq
q ď pk`1pαj,menj,mq,
then it follows from (2) and (3) that pJpαj,menj,mq ě
1
ε
for every j ď J and every
m ď M . Condition (3) will be mainly used to satisfy the condition of continuity
(4.4) and the conditions (4.13) and (4.14).
Assume that u0, ...utn´1 have been chosen and that tn is a multiple of n`1. We
let cn “ tn ` pn` 1qp2tn ` nq, an`1 “ pn` 1q∆n`1 ` cµnn ` tn
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∆n`1 “ c
µn
n ` tn. Each inequality concerning these parameters is then satisfied (see
(4.2)).
We start by choosing elements uj for j P
Ťµn
k“1rc
k
n, c
k
n ` tnq. For theses indices,
we mainly want that pNnpujq is small and that pNn`2pujq is big. The elements uj
for j P rckn, c
k
n ` tnq are chosen such that
(1) pl`1pujq ě 2j`1plpuj`1q for every l ď n, every j P rckn, c
k
n ` tn ´ 1q (cf.
(4.4))
(2) pNn`1`2pujq ě nDn2
j suplătn p1pT
lu0q for every j P rckn, c
k
n`tnq (cf. (4.12))
(3) pl`2pujq ě 2j`2Cn`2plpuj`rq for every l ď n, every 1 ď r ď c
µn´1
n´1 , every
j P rckn, c
k
n ` tn ´ rq (cf. (4.13)).
(4) pNn`2pujq ě 2
ckn`tn`2Cn`2 for every j P rckn, c
k
n ` tnq (cf. (4.18))
(5) pNnpujq ď
1
Dn
for every j P rckn, c
k
n ` tnq (cf. (4.18) and (4.21))
To this end, we use the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 with ε sufficiently small,
C “ 2c
k
n`tn`1Cn`2, J “ Nn ` 1, K “ n` 1, M “ tn and N which is the maximal
index of elements of the basis pekq which have already been used. We can then let
uckn`m´1 “ α1,men1,m and since M “ tn and Nn`1`2 ě Nn`1, we get the desired
inequalities.
We now choose elements uj for j P rtn, cnq. We mainly need that pnpujq is small
for j P rtn, 3tn ` nq and that p1pujq is big for j P rcn ´ c
µn´1
n´1 , cnq. The elements
utn , . . . , ucn´1 will be chosen such that
(1) pl`1pujq ě 2j`1plpuj`1q for every l ď n, every j P rtn, cn ´ 1q (cf. (4.4))
(2) p1pucn´1q ě maxt2
cnpnpucnq, Dn2
cn supjătn pnpT
ju0qu (cf. (4.4) and (4.7))
(3) pnputnq ď
1
2tn
p1putn´1q (cf. (4.4))
(4) pnpujq ď 1
2c
µn
n `tnDn
mintp1pulq : l P
Ťµn
k“1tc
k
n ` tn ´ 1uu for every j P
rtn, 2tn ` ns (cf. (4.8))
(5) pl`2pujq ě 2j`1plpuj`rq for every l ď n, every 1 ď r ď c
µn´1
n´1 , every
j P rtn, cn ´ rq (cf . (4.13))
(6) p1pujq ě 2cn`1maxlPrcn,cn`tnq pnpulq for every 1 ď r ď c
µn´1
n´1 , every j P
rcn ´ c
µn´1
n´1 , cnq (cf. (4.13))
(7) pnpujq ď 2tn`1mintn´c
µn´1
n´1 ďlătn
p1pulq for every j P rtn, tn ` c
µn´1
n´1 s (cf.
(4.13) and (4.14))
(8) pnpujq ď 1
2c
µn
n `tn`2Cn`2Dn
mintp1pujq : j P
Ťµn
k“1rc
k
n, c
k
n ` tnqu for every
j P rtn, 3tn ` nq (cf. (4.17))
(9) p1pujq ě 2cn`2Cn`2Dn supmătn pnpT
mu0q for every j P rcn´c
µn´1
n´1 , cnq (cf.
(4.19)).
(10) pnpujq ď supmătn pnpT
mu0q for every j P rtn, 2tn ` nq (cf. (4.19))
(11) pNnpujq ď
1
2nDn
for every j P rtn, 2tns (cf. (4.23)).
To this end, we use the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 with ε sufficiently small,
J “ n ` 1, K “ n ` 1, M “ pcn ´ tnq{pn ` 1q and N which is the maximal
index of elements of the basis pekq which have already been used. We can then
let utn`pj´1qM`m´1 “ αj,menj,m and since M ě 2tn ` n, we get the desired
inequalities. We remark that it follows from (11) that supmď2tn`n pnpT
mu0q ď
supmătn pnpT
mu0q and thus that (4.19) is satisfied for k “ 1.
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Let 1 ď k ă µn. We complete by choosing the elements uj for j P rckn` tn, c
k`1
n q.
We want that pnpujq is small for j P rckn ` tn, 2c
k
n ` tnq and that p1pujq is big for
j P rck`1n ´ c
k
n, c
k`1
n q. The elements uckn`tn , . . . , uck`1n ´1 are chosen such that
(1) pl`1pujq ě 2j`1plpuj`1q for every l ď n, every j P rckn ` tn, c
k`1
n ´ 1q (cf.
(4.4))
(2) p1puck`1n ´1q ě maxt2
ck`1n pnpuck`1n q, Dn2
ck`1n suplătn pnpT
lu0qu (cf. (4.4)
and (4.7))
(3) pnpuckn`tnq ď
1
2c
k
n`tn
p1puckn`tn´1q (cf. (4.4))
(4) p1puck`1n ´1q ě 2
cµnn `tnDn supjPrtn,2tn`ns pnpujq (cf. (4.8))
(5) pl`2pujq ě 2j`2plpuj`rq for every l ď n, every r ď ckn, every j P rc
k
n `
tn, c
k`1
n ´ rq (cf. (4.13) and (4.14))
(6) p1pujq ě 2c
k`1
n `1max
lPrck`1n ,c
k`1
n `tnq
pnpulq for every j P rck`1n ´ c
k
n, c
k`1
n q
(cf. (4.13) and (4.14))
(7) pnpujq ď 1
2c
k
n`tn`1
minlPr0,ckn`tnq p1pulq for every j P rc
k
n ` tn, 2c
k
n ` tnq (cf.
(4.13) and (4.14))
(8) pNnpujq ď
1
Dn
for every j P rckn ` tn, c
k
n ` 2tn ` ns (cf. (4.18))
(9) p1pujq ě 2c
µn
n `1Cn`2Dn supmď2tn`n pnpT
mu0q for every j P rck`1n ´c
k
n, c
k`1
n q
(cf. (4.19))
To this end, we use the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 with ε sufficiently small,
C “ 2c
k`1
n `1Cn`2, J “ n ` 1, K “ n ` 1, M “
ck`1n ´c
k
n´tn
n`1 and N which is the
maximal index of elements of the basis pekq which have already been used. We can
then let uckn`tn`pj´1qM`m´1 “ αj,menj,m and since M ě c
k
n, we get the desired
inequalities.
We are now looking for the elements uj for j P ran`1, an`1`∆n`1q. For these in-
dices, we want that pNn`2 is big and that pNn`1pan`1q is small. This is possible since
Nn`1 ´Nn ď 1 and thus Nn ` 2 ą Nn`1. The elements uan`1, . . . , uan`1`∆n`1´1
are chosen such that
(1) pl`1pujq ě 2j`1plpuj`1q for every l ď n, every j P ran`1, an`1 `∆n`1 ´ 1q
(cf. (4.4))
(2) pNn`1`2pujq ě nDn2
an`1`∆n`1 suplătn p1pT
lu0q for every j P ran`1, an`1`
∆n`1q(cf. (4.12))
(3) pl`2pujq ě 2j`1plpuj`rq for every l ď n, every 1 ď r ď cµnn and j P
ran`1, an`1 `∆n`1 ´ rq (cf. (4.13) and (4.14))
(4) pNn`1puan`1q ă
1
n`1 (cf. (4.22))
We use the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 with ε sufficiently small, C “ 2an`1`∆!n`1`1Cn`2,
J “ Nn`2,K “ n`2,M “ ∆n andN which is the maximal index of elements of the
basis pekq which have already been used. We can then let uan`1`m´1 “ α1,men1,m
and since M ě cµnn , we get the desired inequalities.
We complete by choosing the elements uj for j P rcµnn ` tn, an`1q. We want
that pnpujq is small for j P rcµnn ` tn,∆n`1 ` c
µn
n q and that p1pujq is big for
j P ran`1 ´ c
µn
n , an`1q. The elements ucµnn `tn , . . . , uan`1´1 are chosen such that
(1) pl`1pujq ě 2j`1plpuj`1q for every l ď n, every j P rcµ
n
n ` tn, an`1 ´ 1q (cf.
(4.4))
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(2) p1puan`1´1q ě 2
an`1 maxtpnpuan`1q, pnpu0qu (cf. (4.4) and (4.5))
(3) pnpu∆n`1q ď mint
p1pucµnn `tn´1
q
2
∆n`1
,
p1puan`1`∆n`1´1q
2
an`1`∆n`1
u (cf. (4.4) and (4.6))
(4) pl`2pujq ě 2j`2Cn`2plpuj`rq for every l ď n, every 1 ď r ď cµnn , every
j P rcµ
n
n ` tn, an`1 ´ rq (cf. (4.13) and (4.14))
(5) p1pujq ě 2an`1`1Cn`2maxtpnpulq : l P ran`1, an`1 ` cµnn qu for every j P
ran`1 ´ c
µn
n , an`1q (cf. (4.13) and (4.14))
(6) pnpujq ď
mintp1pulq:lPrtn,c
µn
n `tnqu
2
∆n`1`1Cn`2
for every j P rcµnn ` tn,∆n`1 ` c
µn
n s (cf.
(4.13) and (4.14))
(7) pnpujq ď
mintp1pulq:lPran`1`∆n`1´c
µn
n ,an`1`∆n`1qu
2
an`1`∆n`1`1Cn`2
for every j P r∆n`1,∆n`1`
cµnn q (cf. (4.15))
(8) p1pujq ě 2an`1`1Cn`2 supjďcµnn pnpT
ju0q for every j P ran`1 ´ cµnn , an`1q
(cf. (4.16))
(9) pNnpujq ď
1
Dn
for every j P rcµ
n
n ` tn, c
µn
n ` 2tn ` nq (cf. (4.18))
To this end, we apply conditions of Theorem 3.3 with ε sufficiently small, C “
2an`1`1Cn`2, J “ n ` 1, K “ n ` 1, M “ ∆n`1 and N which is the maximal
index of elements of the basis pekq which have already been used. We can then let
ucµnn `tn`pj´1qM`m´1 “ αj,menj,m and since M ě c
µn
n , we get the desired inequali-
ties. We remark that (4.18) is satisfied since supmPŤ
1ďk1ďµn
rck1n ,c
k1
n `2tn`ns
pNnpumq ď
1
Dn
and for every j P
Ťµn
k“1rc
k
n, c
k
n ` tnq, we have pNn`2pujq ě 2
ckn`tn`2Cn`2.
Finally, we choose tn`1 ą an`1`∆n`1`cµnn such that tn`1 is a multiple of n`2
and such that we can complete the elements u0, . . . , uan`1`∆n`1´1 so that (4.3) is
satisfied. We then let uan`1`∆n`1`j “ αjemj for every 0 ď j ă tn`1´an`1´∆n`1
where pmjqj enumerates the missing elements of the family pemqmătn`1 and where
pαjqj are non-zero scalars satisfying
(1) pl`1pujq ě 2j`1plpuj`1q for every l ď n, every j P ran`1 `∆n`1, tn`1 ´ 1q
(cf. (4.4))
(2) pnpuan`1`∆n`1q ď
p1puan`1`∆n`1´1q
2
an`1`∆n`1
(cf. (4.4))
(3) pl`2pujq ě 2j`2Cn`2plpuj`rq for every l ď n, every 1 ď r ď cµnn , every
j P ran`1 `∆n`1, tn`1 ´ rq (cf. (4.13) and (4.14))
(4) pnpujq ď
mintp1pulq:lPran`1`∆n`1´c
µn
n ,an`1`∆n`1qu
2
an`1`∆n`1`1Cn`2
for every j P ran`1 `
∆n`1, an`1 `∆n`1 ` c
µn
n q (cf. (4.13) and (4.14))
These conditions are satisfied if |αj | are small and decrease sufficiently rapidly.
It can now be verified that the sequence punqně0 has been constructed so that
(4.3), (4.4)-(4.8), (4.12), (4.13)-(4.19) and (4.21)-(4.23) are satisified and it thus
follows from Lemma 4.10 that X does not satisfy the Invariant Subset Property. 
5. Further remarks on Fréchet spaces without continuous norm
Let pX, ppjqjq be a separable infinite-dimensional Fréchet space with a Schauder
basis penqně0. If X does not possess a continuous norm, we have succeeded to show
that if ker pj`1 is a subspace of finite codimension in ker pj then X satisfies the
Invariant Subspace Property (Theorem 2.1) and that if for every j ě 1, ker pj`1 is
a subspace of infinite codimension in ker pj then X does not satisfy the Hereditary
Invariant Subset Property (Corollary 3.13). However, we do not know if in the
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second case, X can satisfy the Invariant Subset Property. Indeed, none of our
approaches seems to be working for Fréchet spaces where ker pj`1 is a subspace of
infinite codimension in ker pj .
In the approach of Section 2, we have worked with a special family pxplqql and we
have modified this family so that each series
ř8
l“1 βlx
plq exists for every sequence
pβlq. This could be easily done in the proof of Theorem 2.1 when ker pj`1 is a
subspace of finite codimension in ker pj since it sufficed to cancel a finite number
of coordinates. However, if ker pj`1 is a subspace of infinite codimension in ker pj,
it could be necessary to cancel an infinite number of coordinates and this seems
difficult to guarantee.
On the other hand, if for every j ě 1, ker pj`1 is a subspace of infinite codi-
mension in ker pj then we can find a sequence of seminorms pqjq inducing the same
topology than ppjq such that for every ε ą 0, every C,M,N ě 1, every K ě J ě 2,
there exists pnj,mqjďJ,mďM ĂsN,8r and a sequence pαj,mqjďJ,mďM of non-zero
scalars such that for every j ď J , every m ďM ,
(1) if j ă J then pJ´jpαj,menj,mq “ 0,
(2) p1pαJ,menJ,mq ě
1
ε
,
(3) for every 1 ď l ďM , if nextlpj,mq exists then for every k ă K,
Cpkpαnextlpj,mqen
next
lpj,mq
q ď pk`1pαj,menj,mq.
We can thus hope to be able to construct a Read-type operator whose each non-
zero vector is hypercyclic as this is done in the proof of Theorem 3.3. However, an
important part of the proof relies on the fact that the sets Kn are compact where
Kn “
!
y P spanpu0, . . . , utn´1q : p1pyq ď
3
2
and p1pτnyq ě 1{2
)
and unfortunately, if p1 is not a norm, it cannot be guarantee that these sets Kn
are compact. We thus ask the following question:
Problem 3. If pX, ppjqjq is a separable infinite-dimensional Fréchet space with
a Schauder basis penq such that for every j ě 1, ker pj`1 is a subspace of infi-
nite codimension in ker pj , does this space satisfy the Invariant Subspace/Subset
Property?
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